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Specifications
10 Metric Sizes:
34mm, 36mm, 38mm, 41mm, 42mm, 44mm, 45mm, 46mm, 48mm & 50mm
Wallet Rolled Out: 830 x 690 x 30mm
Wallet Rolled Up: 150 x 690 x 130mm
Weight: 14kg

Product Code: TQHT10PJSM

Jumbo Combination Spanner Set 10pce Metric

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Jumbo Combination Spanner Set includes 
10 popular metric large-sized combination wrenches from 34mm to 50mm. Made 
of heat-treated drop forged steel with a chrome vanadium finish. The high-quality, 
chrome plating looks great and provides a durable, easy-to-clean finish.  The ring 
ends have 15 degrees of offset for knuckle clearance and increased access in tight 
spaces. Kit includes hard wearing storage roll. The ring end on these super-sized 
combination wrenches gives you a steady, sturdy grip on nuts and bolts whilst the 
open end offers an easy option in awkward or confined spaces.

Features
High-quality, chrome plating provides a durable, easy-to-clean finish
Heat Treated C45 Carbon Steel Construction
Exact fit that won’t strip nut or bolt heads
15 Degree offset ring spanner for greater range
Supplied in convenient robust storage roll

Specifications
10 Imperial Sizes:
1 5/16”, 1 3/8”, 1 7/16”, 1 1/2”, 1 5/8”, 1 11/16”, 1 3/4”, 1 13/16”, 1 7/8” & 2”
Wallet Rolled Out: 830 x 690 x 30mm
Wallet Rolled Up: 150 x 690 x 130mm
Weight: 14kg

Product Code: TQHT10PJS

Jumbo Combination Spanner Set 10pce Imperial

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Jumbo Combination Spanner Set includes 
10 popular imperial large-sized combination wrenches from 1 5/16in. to 2in. Made 
of heat-treated drop forged steel with a chrome vanadium finish. The high-quality, 
chrome plating looks great and provides a durable, easy-to-clean finish.  The ring 
ends have 15 degrees of offset for knuckle clearance and increased access in tight 
spaces. Kit includes hard wearing storage roll. The ring end on these super-sized 
combination wrenches gives you a steady, sturdy grip on nuts and bolts whilst the 
open end offers an easy option in awkward or confined spaces.

Features
High-quality, chrome plating provides a durable, easy-to-clean finish
Heat Treated C45 Carbon Steel Construction
Exact fit that won’t strip nut or bolt heads
15 Degree offset ring spanner for greater range
Supplied in convenient robust storage roll

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Diameter: 148mm
Depth: 25mm
Magnet: 80mm
Nett Weight: 607g
Packaging: 262x189x45mm
Gross Weight: 672g

Product Code: TQWT1650

Magnetic Parts Tray 148mm 6”

The TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Magnetic Parts Trays are handy to help make 
sure that you never have any leftover parts. A magnetic parts tray holds on to all 
the little bolts, screws, nuts and washers that can easily get lost. You’ve got them 
all in one place and within your reach at all times. You can even bump the tray and 
the strong magnet will hold on to them, keeping them in the tray and not all over 
the inside of your engine bay. The magnet is coated in a protective coating, so it 
won’t scratch the surface that you place it on. Sit them on any metal surface, even 
sideways or upside down, to safely contain small metal bits and pieces.

Features
Stainless steel construction
Strong magnet with protective coating
Prevents metal objects from falling out & becoming lost
Great for storing small parts & hardware

Specifications
Tray Length: 237mm
Tray Width: 136mm
Tray Depth: 28mm
Magnet Diameter: 2 x 80mm
Nett Weight: 607g
Packaging: 262x189x45mm
Gross Weight: 672g

Product Code: TQWT1651

Magnetic Parts Tray 136mm x 237mm

The TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Magnetic Parts Trays are handy to help make 
sure that you never have any leftover parts. A magnetic parts tray holds on to all 
the little bolts, screws, nuts and washers that can easily get lost. You’ve got them 
all in one place and within your reach at all times. You can even bump the tray and 
the strong magnet will hold on to them, keeping them in the tray and not all over 
the inside of your engine bay. The magnet is coated in a protective coating, so it 
won’t scratch the surface that you place it on. Sit them on any metal surface, even 
sideways or upside down, to safely contain small metal bits and pieces.

Features
High-quality, shiny finish provides a durable, easy-to-clean finish
Stainless steel construction
Strong magnet with protective coating
Prevents metal objects from falling out & becoming lost
Great for storing small parts & hardware

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Diameter: 108mm
Depth: 22mm
Nett Weight: 844g
Packaging: 320x135x130mm
Gross Weight: 960g

Product Code: TQWT1652

Magnetic Parts Tray 108mm 4 1/4”

The TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Magnetic Parts Trays are handy to help make 
sure that you never have any leftover parts. A magnetic parts tray holds on to all 
the little bolts, screws, nuts and washers that can easily get lost. You’ve got them 
all in one place and within your reach at all times. You can even bump the tray and 
the strong magnet will hold on to them, keeping them in the tray and not all over 
the inside of your engine bay. The magnet is coated in a protective coating, so it 
won’t scratch the surface that you place it on. Sit them on any metal surface, even 
sideways or upside down, to safely contain small metal bits and pieces.

Features
Powder coated steel construction
Strong magnet with protective coating
108mm x 22mm depth
Great for storing small parts & hardware

Specifications
Length: 310mm
Width: 110mm
Depth: 30mm
Nett Weight: 844g
Packaging: 320x135x130mm
Gross Weight: 960g

Product Code: TQWT1656

Magnetic Tool Tray 310mm 12 1/2”

The TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Magnetic Parts Trays are handy to help make 
sure that you never have any small tools or parts floating around the workshop. 
Alternatively, mount these metal trays to the side of your metal tool box to store 
the things you use all the time. The rubber covered, extra strong magnets protect 
against paint damage. Made from powder coated steel and equipped with powerful 
magnets this tool tray conveniently attaches to tool cabinets, metal storage units, 
workbenches or any other ferrous metal surface. 

Features
Durable powder coated construction
Extra strong magnetic base
Fits perfectly on any vehicle hoist arm to store wheel nuts or other car 
parts or tools
Conveniently fits on the side of any roller cabinet or tool chest

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Length: 300mm
Width: 130mm
Depth: 130mm
Max. Can Diameter: 70mm
Magnets: 8
Nett Weight: 1.3kg
Packaging: 308x136x136
Gross Weight: 1417g

Product Code: TQWT1657

Magnetic Spray Can & Screwdriver Holder

Mount this TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” metal tray to the side of your metal 
tool box to store the things you use all the time. The rubber covered, extra strong 
magnets protect against paint damage. The spray can tray holds 3 common 
aerosol cans, plus has holes to store 7 screwdrivers.

Features
Durable powder coated construction
Extra strong magnetic base
Conveniently fits on the side of any roller cabinent or tool chest
Holds 3 aerosol cans 70mm diameter & 7 screwdrivers
8 powerful cushioned magnets resist surface scatching

Specifications
Mirror Head: 52 x 83mm
Extended Length: 876mm
Retracted Length: 285mm
Nett Weight: 89g
Packaging: 280x80x27mm
Gross Weight: 115g

Product Code: TQWT1660

Telescopic Inspection Mirror with 2 x LED Light

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Telescopic Inspection Mirror is perfect 
for illuminating those hard-to-see areas easily whether theyre under the bonnet 
or a wheel arch with this large shatter-resistant mirror. With two LED lights 
and telescopic handle this handy inspection mirror is ideal for mechanics and 
professional tradespeople the LED’s illuminate the entire area around mirror head. 
The double articulated joint design allows for 360 degrees of swivelling function 
so you can adjust the mirrors angle an almost unlimited number of ways. It is 
extendable from 285 to 876mm.

Features
52mm x 83mm rectangular with 2 x LED lamps in head
Extendable stainless steel shaft 285mm - 876mm
supplied with 2 x CR2032 Lithium-Ion batteries.
The comfortable cushion grip keeps the handle secure even in wet or 
oily hands
Inspection mirror can be positioned to any angle
Two LED’s are operated by a simple on/off switch

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Safe Working Capapcity: 2.25kg
Extended Length: 810mm
Retracted Length: 190mm
Nett Weight: 82g
Packaging: 280x80x20mm
Gross Weight: 109g

Product Code: TQWT1661

Telescopic Magnetic Pickup Tool With LED Light

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Telescopic Magnetic Pickup Tool with 
LED Light makes it easy to retrieve out-of-reach items. Extending from 190mm 
to 810mm, this high quality compact telescopic Magnetic Pick up tool with LED 
light features a strong magnet that holds tight onto items weighing up to 2.25kg. 
Lightweight, durable steel handle with a foam comfort grip for easy operation 
and control. Great for reaching down to pickup nuts, bolts, washers and tools 
accidentally dropped in hard to reach areas. 

Features
The comfortable cushion grip keeps the handle secure even in wet or oily hands
With the attached LED lamp, the user can find objects even in the dark or dark areas 
of a vehicle
LR44 button cell batteries included 
Stainless steel telescopic shaft
Strong magnetic pickup tip holds up to 2.25kg
Simply twist the cap to turn on the LED light

Specifications
Overall Length: 600mm
Claw Opening: 28mm
Batteries: LR41 (Qty3)
Nett Weight: 150g
Packaging: 670x80x32mm
Gross Weight: 164g 

Product Code: TQWT1662

Telescopic Magnetic Pickup Tool with Claw & LED

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Telescopic Magnetic Pickup Tool with Claw & 
LED Light makes it easy to retrieve out-of-reach items. Reach into dark and hard-
to-reach spaces with this LED Magnetic Pick-up Tool. The flexible shaft bends and 
reaches into cramped areas such as under the bonnet, behind the transmission, 
in the foot wells, and into the chassis rails, for retrieving even the most out-of-
reach items. No need to fumble in the dimly lit spaces, the powerful LED light will 
brighten even the darkest corner. Great for reaching down to pickup nuts, bolts, 
washers and tools accidentally dropped in hard to reach areas. 

Features
4-steel prong claw reacher picks up any small items out of reach, up to 
2.8cm claw opening
Retrieves ferrous and non-ferrous Items from dark or hard-to-reach 
areas
Bright LED light provides excellent illumination to dark places
Durable plated construction for heavy duty use, and will not rust
3 x LR41 button cell batteries included
With the attached LED lamp, the user can find objects even in the dark 
or dark areas of a vehicle

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Nett Weight: 326g
Packaging: 270x190x32mm
Gross Weight: 410g

Product Code: TQWT1665

Inspection Tool Set 3 Piece

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” 3 piece Inspection Tool Set consists of;

TQWT1650 148mm Magnetic Parts Trays are handy to help make sure that you 
never have any leftover parts.It attaches to any ferrous metal surface, and will 
even work upside down with a magnetic base with non marking cover, ideal for 
storing nuts, bolts etc. 

TQWT1661 Magnetic pick up tool capable of lifting up to 2.25kg in weight. 
Telescopic shaft extends from 6-1/2” to 33” Simply twist magnetic end to activate 
LED. 

TQWT1660 84x52mm rectangular telescopic inspection mirror chrome finish 
telescopic shaft, with non slip cushion grip handle Extends from 285 to 876mm. 
Ideal for the inspection of inaccessible areas.

Specifications
Nett Weight: 184g
Packaging: 270x252x30mm
Gross Weight: 400g

Product Code: TQWT1666

Inspection Tool Set 4 Piece

This TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” 4 piece Inspection Tool Set is great for 
reaching down to pickup nuts, bolts, washers and tools accidentally dropped in 
hard to reach areas. 

The Set consists of;

55mm telescopic inspection mirror with chrome finish telescopic shaft and non 
slip cushion grip handle
3.5kg magnetic pickup interchangeable with fixed head.

2.25kg magnetic pickup interchangeable with fixed head.

3.5kg magnetic pickup interchangeable with angled head. 

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Dimensions: 980(W) x 450(H)mm
Weight: 1.2kg

Product Code: TQHT9000

Fender Protector

This Professional TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” Fender Protector is the ideal 
way to avoid scratching your customers car whilst working under the bonnet. With 
a NEW innovative magnetic tool/hardware holder channel and durable fleeced 
backed underside, the TradeQuip Fender Protector is sand weighted to keep it in 
place, with a notched top seam to accomodate bonnet struts and hinges. The vinyl 
surface is easy to wipe clean with convenient hanger tags for easy storage. The 
TradeQuip Professional Fender Protector is designed for long service life, making 
this an essential item for any mechanical workshop or garage.

Features
Innovative magnetic tool holder channel
Sand weighted to enable fender cover to stay inplace on the vehicle
Notched top seam to accommodate bonnetstruts and hinges
Fleece backed for added protection of vehiclepaint work
Convenient hanger tags for easy storage

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
Cold Chisel: 10mm (Tip) x 140mm (L)
Cold Chisel: 12mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Cold Chisel: 16mm (Tip) x 170mm (L)
Pin Punch:  1.5mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Pin Punch:  3mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Pin Punch:  4mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Pin Punch:  5mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Pin Punch:  6mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Pin Punch:  8mm (Tip) x 150mm (L)
Nail Punch:  2mm (Tip) x 140mm (L)
Centre Punch:  8mm (Tip) x 115mm (L)
Centre Punch:  6mm (Tip) x 105mm (L)
Package: 210(H) x 155(W) x 20(D) mm
Nett Weight: 1kg

Product Code: 12PPCS

Punch & Chisel Set 12 Piece

Quality TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” punch and chisels are made from 
60Cr-V chrome vanadium steel and feature heavy-duty hexagonal shafts and 
precision machined punch and chisel ends. This set includes 3 cold chisels 
(10mm, 12mm, 16mm), 6 pin punches (1.5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm 8mm) and 
3 taper punches (2mm, 4mm 6mm). Powder-coated finish prevents corrosion. 
Includes storage case. Chrome vanadium construction ensures durability 
and the enamel finish helps prevent rust. Hex shaped handles keep the tools 
from rolling. This high quality set comes with a custom poly storage case for 
portability.

Specifications
Nett Weight: 184g
Packaging: 270x252x30mm
Gross Weight: 400g

Product Code: 9072

Punch & Chisel Set 14 Piece

TradeQuip “Made for the Trade” chisels and punches are made from hardened 
60Cr-V chrome vanadium steel and feature laquered hexagonal shafts with 
precision machined punch and chisel tips. Made of high-quality crv chrome 
vanadium steel that is forged, quenched and tempered for strength and 
toughness, the hex shaped gold laquered shanks prevent rolling of the bench.

Punch and Chisel Kit Pin punches are used for driving out and removing 
loosened pins after initial movement by a solid punch. Chisels are used for 
cutting, shaping and removing metal softer than the cutting edge of the chisel.
3.5kg magnetic pickup interchangeable with angled head. 

Features
Chrome Vanadium
Powder-coated finish prevents 
corrosion
Hex shaped handles to prevent rolling
Moulded polymer storage case
Lifetime Warranty

Features
Manufactured from hardened chrome 
vanadium steel
Forged, quenched and tempered
Chisel blades are lacquered to protect 
against corrosion
Shanks dip coated in gold lacquer
Hardened working end
Hex shaped handles to prevent rolling
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Specifications
115 Piece Set
Die Sizes (48pce):
4-NC40,5-NC40,6-NC32,8-NC32,10-NC24,10-NF32,12-NC24
1/4-NC20,1/4-NF28,5/16-NC18,5/16-NF24,3/8-NC16,3/8-NF24, 
7/16-NC14,7/16-NF20,1/2-NC13,1/2-NF20,9/16-NC12,9/16-NF18, 
5/8-NC11,5/8-NF18,3/4-NF16,3/4-NC10
2x0.4,3x0.5,4x0.7,5x0.8,6x1.0,7x1.0,8x1.0,8x1.25,9x1.25,10x1.0,10x1.25, 
10x1.5,11x1.5,12x1.75,12x1.25,14x2.0,14x1.5,16x2.0,16x1.5,18x2.5,18x1.5
18NPT27,1/8BSP,1/4NP18,14BSP19
Tap Sizes (48pce): 
4-NC40,5-NC40,6-NC32,8-NC32,10-NC24,10-NF32,12-NC24
1/4-NC20,1/4-NF28,5/16-NC18,5/16-NF24,3/8-NC16,3/8-NF24, 
7/16-NC14,7/16-NF20,1/2-NC13,1/2-NF20,9/16-NC12,9/16-NF18, 
5/8-NC11,5/8-NF18,3/4-NF16,3/4-NC10
2x0.4,3x0.5,4x0.7,5x0.8,6x1.0,7x1.0,8x1.0,8x1.25,9x1.25,10x1.0,10x1.25, 
10x1.5,11x1.5,12x1.75,12x1.25,14x2.0,14x1.5,16x2.0,16x1.5,18x2.5,18x1.5
18NPT27,1/8BSP,1/4NP18,14BSP19
2x Die Handles, 2x Tap Wrenches, 1x T-Type Tap Wrench
2x Screw Pitch Gauges, 1x Centre Punch, 1x Screwdriver
Drill Bits 5pce: 2.5, 3.3, 4.2, 5, 6.8mm.
Screw Extractors 5pce: 1#, 2#, 3#, 4#, 5#
Weight: 7kg
Carton 460 x 350 x 50mm

Product Code: 7117

Tap and Die Set 115 Piece

This TradeQuip Tap and Die Set is “Made for the Trade” quality that contains 
a combinations of popular metric and SAE taps and dies. Manufactured 
from premium quality heat treated, rust resistant Alloy Tool Steel and 
packaged in tough, compact, blow moulded case, the precision machined 
taps and dies feature a Rockwell hardness of 55 HRC. This set Includes die 
handles and tap wrenches, drill bits, screw extractors, a centre punch, a 
screw driver and thread pitch gauges which all fit in a blow mould storage 
case.
This handy tap and die set includes a compartmentalised carrying case for 
easy identification and organisation and two thread pitch gauges to quickly 
identify the right thread. The trade quality set will cover most (if not all) your 
tap and die needs and is sure to become your go-to tool for creating and 
repairing studs and bolts when you really need them! 

Features
Cuts and renews external and internal threads to exacting standards
Contains most popular sizes
Heat treated and hardened
Precision ground
Alloy tool steel construction
Compartmentalised storage case

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Features
Manufactured from Trade Grade Chrome
Vanadium Steel

Features
9 Common Sizes
Aluminium Construction
Drive Extension Handle
Blow Mould Carry Case

Product Code: 9027T

Product Code: 9026T

Oil Drain Plug Key Set

Bearing Race and Seal Driver Set 10 Piece

This versatile TradeQuip Oil Drain Plug Key set is suitable for sump plugs on engine 
gearbox and back axles. Supplied in a blow mould carry case, the TradeQuip ‘Made for 
the Trade’ kit includes common sizes used in most application. For the removal and 
installation of drain plug keys using the provided t-handle.

This versatile TradeQuip Bearing Race & Seal Driver set includes everything you need 
to quickly and easily installs wheel bearing races and seals without damage to the 
bearing race or axle housing.

Specifications
Hex key socket bits - 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 
14mm and 17mm
• Square socket bits - 5/16”, 3/8”, 7mm, 8mm, 10mm, 11mm, 
  12mm, 13mm and 14mm.
• Torx socket bits - T45
• Triangular socket bits - 10mm
• Spline (tamper) socket bits - M16
• Square drive socket. - 10mm
• 1 x 3/8” drive sliding T-handle

Specifications
• Sizes: 40, 44, 50, 59, 63, 65, 72, 76 and 81mm

About the brand
Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding garage and workshop 
environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, TradeQuip branded products offer the very 
best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.
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Specifications
4 Sizes:  200 x 6mm    300 x 8mm   450 x 8mm   600 x 10mm
Handle Grip Length: 125mm
Handle Grip Diameter: 32mm
Offset Tip Angle: 28°
Nett Weight:  1.3kg

Features
Cr-MO steel shanks, tempered and black oxide finish
Hardened and tempered the entire length for maximum durability
Capped end to strike the pry bar with a hammer without damaging the handle
Through-handle square shank with capped end
Off-set chisel shaped tips for extra leverage
Dual-component composite texture handle for comfortable, secure grip

Strike Through Pry Bar Set 4 Piece

This Borum Strike Through Pry Bar Set is built to withstand tough lifting, 
prying and positioning jobs. Each Pry Bar has a chrome moly steel square steel 
shank and comfortable, ergonomic polypropylene grips for all kinds of prying 
and positioning applications. Off-set chisel shaped tips provide extra leverage 
wehn needed and probe easily into narrow gaps. Fitted with steel handle caps 
for hammer striking applications, suitable for heavy duty automotive & truck 
work. The black oxide finish resists corrosion. 

Superior
   Quality
       since

1984

Product Code: 4PPGTPB

Specifications
Steel Shaft Length: 900mm
Steel Shaft Thickness: 16mm
Tip Width: 30mm
Handle Grip Length: 225mm
Handle Grip Diameter: 26mm
Tip Angle: 26°
Nett Weight: 1.95kg

Features
Extra long alloy steel shaft
Professional tang-through strike handle cap
Comfortable ergonomic polyethylene handle
Transmits force and displacement without over stress
Bent tip for extra leverage
Hammer impact point on base of handle
Satin chrome finish

Pry Bar “Persuader” 900mm

The Borum “Persuader” Extra Long Pry Bar is manufactured from one solid 
piece of alloy steel then heat treated and tempered for maximum durability. 
The alloy steel shaft goes all the way through the patented two-composite 
ergonomic handle to a capped end, creating effective strike through 
capabilities without causing handle damage . Ideal for levering and prying 
parts and components these bars feature a cranked end for extra leverage.

Ideal for all automotive and heavy vehicle prying work, this Extra Long Pry 
Bar gives you the leverage and grip you need. The heat treated CrV steel bar 
extends right into a ergonomic polyethylene handle for the perfect combination 
of power and comfortable grip.

Superior
   Quality
       since

1984

Product Code: PRYB900

About the Borum brand
Our “heavy duty commercial” range of Borum Industrial equipment has been manufactured 
to exacting standards for the past 38 years. We specify industrial quality components and design 
to ensure a long and durable working life in commercial transport, mining, earthmoving and 
railway environments. Our Borum Industrial range of equipment is focused on achieving superior 
professional standards, reliability, quality, and are covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.

About the Borum brand
Our “heavy duty commercial” range of Borum Industrial equipment has been manufactured 
to exacting standards for the past 38 years. We specify industrial quality components and design 
to ensure a long and durable working life in commercial transport, mining, earthmoving and 
railway environments. Our Borum Industrial range of equipment is focused on achieving superior 
professional standards, reliability, quality, and are covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.



TQB Brands has grown to become one of the most respected garage equipment suppliers in Australia and 
markets the recognised leading brands TradeQuip, TQ Pro, Borum and Red Label Nationally through 1000+ 
distributors. We offer an extensive range of products including Garage & Workshop, Industrial, Agricultural and 
Vehicle Service Equipment. We continually strive to introduce new and innovative garage and workshop tools 
and equipment for the professional, which comply with mandatory Australian Standards. TQB Brands aims to 
achieve great value for money whilst not compromising on quality. TQB Brands prides itself on offering fit for 
purpose product through our tiered brand offerings.

Our Flagship brand of garage and workshop equipment, TradeQuip is designed for use in a demanding 
garage and workshop environment by trade users. With proven and trusted “Made for the Trade” reliability, 
TradeQuip branded products offer the very best in performance for an affordable price. The TradeQuip range 
is covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.

Our “heavy duty commercial” range of Borum Industrial equipment has been manufactured to exacting 
standards for the past 38 years. We specify industrial quality components and design to ensure a long and 
durable working life in commercial transport, mining, earthmoving and railway environments. Our Borum 
Industrial range of equipment is focused on achieving superior professional standards, reliability, quality, and 
are covered by a 12 month trade use warranty.

TQ Pro top quality Tools and Equipment are designed and manufactured for specialist professional use in 
a garage and workshop environment. TQ Pro products are strong, reliable, and well finished for the expert 
tool user who appreciates professional design, reliability, and attention to detail. Covered by our 12 month 
trade use warranty, our TQ Pro Tools & Equipment are made with pride to deliver the best combination of 
professional performance, presentation, and reliability. 

For full details on all products go to www.tqbbrands.com.au


